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EXECUTIVE Summary 

 

The scope of this document is to acquire the relevant information for prevention and forest 

firefighting emergencies and subsequently to be implemented in the data model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The knowledge of the territory is one of the indispensable premises in prevention and extinction of 

forest fires. A correct characterization of forest tracks, establishing those spots where they are 

alterations that hinder the traffic of extinguishing resources, can be decisive when dealing with the 

flames. Also, the knowledge of the environment surrounding roads and the fuel for possible fire 

spread is also very important. 

Fire fighting vehicles use the entire accessible road system either prevention stage (surveillance 

patrols, waiting areas for suppression trucks, etc.) or in extinguishing tasks (allowing the movement 

and operation of the ground means). This road system comprises of conventional roads (primary 

roads) and rural/track network (secondary roads), which are very important for forest fire 

protection since they are connected with the main road network and allow the access to forest 

(International Handbook on Forest Fire Protection). 

In order to be useful tracks should: 

 Allow emergency vehicles with full water load access to forested areas and safety 

evacuation areas. 

 Provide an infrastructure to supply water. 

 Allow the communication among teams and command centers. 

 

This network is not subject to classification or standardization such as primary roads, so its design 

and construction features are highly variable. Some of them are only accessible for vehicles like 

SUVs. We have to establish a connection between emergency vehicle types and road capacity (road 

attribute). Besides, it usually has many uses (forestry, agriculture, tourism, etc.) that increase the 

fire risk related with human factors. 

The knowledge of the road system arises as an essential factor in the way that saves response time 

and fuel consumption as long as this information can be used by ICT applications applied in the 

transport field. 

In addition other infrastructures or limiting events have to be taken into consideration, the location 

of water points or hydrants, the presence of barriers or turning points affect the emergency 

reaction and must be included in the analysis. 

Finally, an international standardization of tracks according to accessibility has to be addressed. The 

Delegation for the Protection of the Mediterranean Forest introduced a standardization of forest 

fire infrastructure in function of existing accessibility (France). 
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2. ROAD NETWORK 

2.1. Classifications and types 

2.1.1. Firefighting 

Road network is the main access way to the forest for prevention and firefighting, but it also has 

closely related to fuelbreaks. Its use in firefighting is multiple (R. Vélez, 2000): 

 Surveillance patrols and first attack in initiating fires. 

 Quick access for suppression trucks and fire brigade vehicles. 

 Creation of firelines. 

 

The road network must be cleared of undergrowth along the sections located near forest to ensure 

the safety of the traffic and its use for fire protection. 

Taking into account their structure and principal function roads can be classified as (R. Vélez, 2000): 

 Main access roads: primary forest roads with enough width to allow the passing vehicles 

and/or passing zones in a sufficient number, moderate slope (should not exceed 6%) and 

regularly places of reversal (U-turning points). They are flanked on both sides with a strip 

cleared of undergrowth. 

 Secondary roads with less width than main access, enough passing zones and reversal 

places. 

 Complementary tracks: allow to approach an initiating fire or low intensity one, or access 

to specific points like lookout towers, water points, etc. Their length must be less than 1 

kilometre with a reversal point in the end of the track.  

 

Dead end roads are to be avoided for safety reasons. Just complementary roads with short length 

are admissible. In general terms, all the roads must make up a network. 

All roads must be gathered in the zone protection plan cartography.  

In crowded areas where risk is high, certain tracks can be prohibited (tracks closed with 

barrier/fence) for public access. In lightly frequented areas it is not necessary to have barriers, but 

an analysis should be made before building a new track because its construction can lead to an 

increase the number of visitors and thus increase the fire risk. The density depends on the fire 

sensitivity of the zone, the value at risk, and financial constrain, so standard road density is not 

defined. 
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Figure 1: Traffic measures must be implemented in some crowed areas. (Laguna Negra forest road access, Soria, Spain) 

 

2.1.2. National/Regional classifications 

The lack of standardization in rural/forest roads affects not only different South European countries 

but also their interior. There is not a common strategy to address it. 

The following list is not intended to be exhaustive (this point is addressed in task C1 of the present 

project: building and maintenance good practise), but it reflects the current situation: 

Greece (NUTS 1) 

There is no a specialized classification scheme of roads regarding to fire protection function, but 

according to the national legislation the forest roads can be categorized in the following classes: 

 A – 1st class forest roads: Roads of this category are used continuously throughout the 

whole year. 
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 B – 2nd class forest roads: They are used at least half of the rotation time to mainly serve 

the transportation of forest products. 

 C – 3rd class forest roads: They are used in a seasonal basis. 

 Tractor roads: They are used only in the year of harvesting and then abandoned. 

 

Slovenia (NUTS 1) 

The classification in Slovenia defines forest roads as dedicated for management purposes, and 

according to this purpose and technical elements they are divided into three classes (plus one): 

 Forest road G1: Forest and civil traffic. Continued maintenance. 

 Forest road G2 – primary forest roads: Technical elements of G1 and G2 are identical, but 

on G2 road permanent closure can be set. 

 Forest road G3 – secondary forest road: the prevailing traffic on it is due to forest purposes. 

 Skid trail – V1 (constructed) or V2 (unconstructed). Dedicated for timber skidding with 

skidding machines. 

 

Italy (NUTS 1) 

In Italy there are several different classifications of forest roads, due to the regional competence 

on forest sector (NUTS 2). As an example the Tuscany region classification includes (Regolamento 

8 agosto 2003, n. 48/R, Regolamento Forestale della Toscana, Bollettino Ufficiale n. 37, parte prima, 

del 18.08.2003):  

 Forest road 

 Permanent track 

 Temporary track 

 

In addition to the legal classifications there are two technical classifications: one for forestry and 

one for firefighting. 
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 Forestry classification: 

 Main road: lorry + trailer or articulated lorry. 

 Secondary road: lorry. 

 Tractor road 

 Main skid trail 

 Secondary skid trail 

 

Firefighting classification: 

 Class 3: highly trafficable road. 

 Class 2: medium trafficable road. 

 Class 1: low trafficable road. 

 

France (NUTS 1) 

Specialized firefighting tracks and forestry roads are included in the road network. The classification 

contains 4 categories (all of them must allow the intervention of a unit: 1 command car + 4 medium 

tracks): 

 1st Class 

 2nd Class 

 3rd Class 

 Out of class: other characteristics allowing at least a light firefighting truck. 

 

Spain (NUTS 1) 

There is no unified classification since the competence is transferred to Autonomous Regions. The 

following is the Castilla y León forest road classification: 

 L1 – First order: usable all year by heavy vehicles. 

 L2 – Second order: usable by off-road vehicles all year. 

 L3 – Third order: usable mainly with dry weather. 

 

Considering the traffic capacity as the key factor in firefighting (related to roads and ground means) 

and avoiding taking into account other purposes or technical considerations, it seems 3 or 4 classes 

of road make a balanced division, setting a range that allows to distinguish among the type of 

vehicles used in forest fires in the mentioned countries, and flexible enough to be expanded to 

other countries if necessary.  
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2.2. Building a Digital Road Network 

Transportation involves the movement of people and the shipment of goods from one location to 

another. With GIS software, it is possible to analyze a transportation network to support planning 

goals such as firefighting plans. 

 

 

Figure 2: Road network in forest areas 

Some transportation tasks are: 

 Calculation of the quickest path between two locations: for instance, the best route 

(quickest, shortest) between a waiting area for a suppression truck and the meeting point 

in a forest fire. 

 Determining an action area based on travel time: it allows calculating the forest area 

covered within a fixed time for a specific ground mean. 

 Dispatching the closest ground mean to a forest fire. 

 Routing a fire truck efficiently. For instance, for water reload. 

 

Restrictions that have to be taken into account include among others: blocks like the presence of 

fences, a landslide or the growth of vegetation are possible limiting factors. However, the 
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impedance (defined as the necessity to reach the destination quicker or through the shortest way) 

defines the movement. 

Network components: they are the elements that take part in some way in the infrastructure 

(generally represented through nodes and edges). Among others: roads and tracks, junctions, 

barriers, destinations, speed, etc. 

The best route can be the quickest, the shortest, or maybe the most beautiful one according to the 

impedance definition selected. However, the most appropriate route will always be, by definition, 

the alternative with less impedance in the movement. 

It seems clear in forest fire emergencies the best route is the quickest way since from the moment 

a fire is detected a race against time begins to transport water to the fire front. For firefighting, 

time is essential, especially when climatic conditions are critical. The speed of intervention on a 

starting fire determines its evolution.  

 

Figure 3: Quickest route or shortest route in network analyst 

Another factor that should be considered is the conservation of fuel and money, leading to a 

reduction of CO2 emissions. In other forest areas (wood transportation, for instance) these savings 

have been calculated, as well as environment costs. 

This topic is addressed in task C.2 of the present project, for further information please consult it. 
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2.3. Other initiatives 

In the forestry sector some steps have been taken to improve accessibility to the forest, mainly 

related to sustainable mobilization of wood. The following are examples of good practices in this 

field (Good practice guidance on the sustainable mobilization of wood in Europe, 2010). 

2.3.1. CARTUVI 

A proper forest access network is a prerequisite for effective wood transport. Enhancing 

accessibility is an efficient measure to mobilize more wood from forest. This is achieved by 

providing technology. 

Situation: In the northern French Alps, the practices used have resulted in up to 50% of the forest 

area, and large amounts of wood to remain inaccessible. 

Approach: CEMAGREF and ONF co-developed CARTUVI, a computer software application which 

makes it possible to determine suitable logging techniques according to mountain topography. The 

application is accomplished through a DEM (digital elevation model), as well as forest cover and 

road network data (differentiating between tracks for tractors and roads for trucks). 

Results: The result of CARTUVI is a map which describes the accessibility of the forest. The system 

makes it possible to assess the sustainability of different harvesting techniques. The system 

distinguishes between zones by their slope and distance from logging roads: accessibility before 

and after the construction of new roads or tracks can be assessed. 

 

2.3.2. NavLog 

Forest biomass is most efficiently produced and processed at the local level. Long transport distance 

and its resulting cost can limit the economic feasibility of wood production. Local networks of 

production and usage, as well as improved transport systems enable reducing the financial and 

environmental cost related to transport. 

Situation: in Germany, there are considerable rationalization potentials existing logistic chains. The 

potentials particularly relate to a lack of knowledge about overall forest access and other road 

networks and their quality. This has often resulted in under (or over) utilization of forest 

infrastructures and also in long transport distances. 

Approach: German owners’ association, public forest administrations and forest industry have 

jointly established Navlog, a project which aims to provide the wood industry and related 

companies (transport companies, etc.) with a digital forest access network and navigation system 

which seeks to optimize wood transport systems along the whole supply chain.  
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Results: a complete picture of the country’s road network is being established. The system, if used 

by all partners, would make wood transport easier and cheaper by saving time (20% less) and 

money (10-40 €cents/m3), as well as reducing emissions (300-480 t CO2/a). 
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3. VEHICLES AND ROADS. TRAFFIC CAPACITY. 

 

This is a key feature in the characterization of forest roads, since in contrast to conventional roads, 

the accessibility of different vehicles is not guaranteed.  

The limiting aspects of the roads attributes must be considered and matched with emergency 

vehicles characteristics in order to get a correlation between them and establish the relationship. 

The use of fire fighting vehicles in extinguishing forest fires is fully extended and normally associated 

to organizations with high operating budgets and sometimes to professional structures of multi-

emergencies.  

Being able to carry large amounts of water by land along with impulsion equipment is very 

complicated in some territories because of their inaccessibility. 

It is difficult to generalize between different types of firefighting vehicles that are used in general 

(see action C.1: Firefighting vehicles). Especially when manufacturers evolve their models 

increasingly and therefore the variety of vehicles available is increasingly high. 

In order to create a common classification of the different kinds of vehicles that can be involved in 

forest fire and their interaction to the traffic capacity in order to assist the establishment of every 

possible road typology we need to know what features of both vehicles and roads will be more 

decisive. 

The dimensions of vehicles will certainly determine their classification and trafficability. The 

regulations of each country set maximum lengths, widths and heights for traffic road, therefore no 

vehicle should exceed it. 

I.e. in Spain:  

 Maximum Height: 4m. 

 Maximum Length: rigid vehicles 12m;  articulated vehicles 18.5 m; road trains 20.55 m 

 Maximum Width: 2.55 m 

 

Aspects such as the width or height of the vehicle can be fully regulated when driving on roads 

because they can be trapped in narrowing or tunnels, prevent the passage of other fighting vehicles, 

or block the flow of other fighting vehicles. 

The length of a vehicle is directly proportional to its minimum turning radius, at least in rigid 

vehicles, as a result its knowledge is important when it must pass through sections with tight curves. 

Total maximum vehicle mass (loaded): the vehicle weight is directly proportional to the amount of 

water that is capable of transporting.  
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This parameter can be decisive when crossings over small bridges or water passage constructions. 

The weight also influences the climbing ability of the vehicle but is usually compensated by higher 

engine power. 

Other parameters such as Ground clearance, Fording depth, Input angle, Ventral angle or 

Departure angle are also important when driving on roads in bad condition and especially for cases 

where it is necessary to circulate outside them.  

However these are parameters that are usually detailed in the technical specifications of the 

vehicles. Road parameters are very difficult to identify and inventory as natural regulation element 

in the field because their characteristics may vary from one day to another, for example before and 

after a simple storm. 

According to these parameters and the resulting data model for inventory we must make a 

classification of roads based on its traffic capacity. 

A first approach to a road classification based on its traffic capacity is the following: 

Vehicle Capacity 1st order – VC1 Those which meet the VC1 requirements  

Vehicle Capacity 2nd order – VC2 Those which meet the VC2 requirements 

Vehicle Capacity 3rd order – VC3 Those which meet the VC3 requirements 

Vehicle Capacity 4th order – VC4 Those which meet the VC4 requirements 

 

 Requirements (Road attribute) 

Vehicle capacity Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Parameter 3 

VC1    

VC2    

VC3    

VC4    

 

Parameters who determine their classification must arise as result of the discussion among project 

partners and analysis of the partner’s main firefighting vehicles. 
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The relationship between vehicles and roads will be shaped in the following way: 

 Parameters  

Vehicle 
classification 

P.1 P.2 P.3 P.4 P.5 P.6 
Vehicle capacity 
(road attribute) 

V1 – 1st order       VC1 

V2 – 2nd order       VC1, VC2 

V3 – 3rd order       VC1, VC2, VC3 

V4 – 4th order       VC1, VC2, VC3, VC4 

 

Vehicles labelled with V1 – 1st order will be able to access to the forest through those roads with 

VC1 attribute, vehicles with V2 through roads with traffic attribute of VC1 or VC2, vehicles V3 

through roads with VC1, VC2 and VC3 attribute and finally vehicles V4 trough all type of roads. 

 The parameters will be selected as result of the analysis of the different road classifications and 

their characteristics among project partners. 
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4. ADDITIONAL ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE. 

 

There is infrastructure associated with road network that also determine the success of the 

intervention. The presence of water, the design of an optimal network of fixed fire watchtowers or 

the possibility of vehicles return has a direct impact in the development of firefighting operations. 

The infrastructure associated with roads complements the functionality of the tracks. They are 

considered as elements associated with the axis of the track and special attention must be given to 

them as they influence the quality of the network and could play an accessory role in case of an 

incident. 

The relation of infrastructure that can affect the traffic capacity of the road: 

 Bridge / Tunnel: Infrastructure built to allow communication between two close points 

separated by a watercourse of dimensions that it is not possible to cross with traditional 

water steps. It can interfere with the trafficability when its dimensions (width or height) are 

lower than the ones needed. We must also take into account its bearing capacity, because 

it may not be appropriate for the transit of heavy vehicles. 

 U-Turn spot: Area reserved for turning back, made on one side of the road. This 

infrastructure is very important for the safety of equipment. It is especially relevant in 

narrow roads, in those where it is impossible to drive off-road and in every end of road. 

 Parking: infrastructure for vehicle parking. It must provide the safety of teams, as well as 

for the establishment of advanced command post. 

 Passing areas: allows the circulation of two vehicles at the same time.  

 Wider zone: They are a special extensions of the road surface to compensate for the 

increased space required for vehicles on narrow roads and especially in the passage of 

curves. It facilitates the crossing of both vehicles and its possible parking. Their existence is 

especially important in curves in order to facilitate the tracing of rigid large vehicles. 

 

 Incidents / obstacles 

o Cut road 

o Hairpin curve 

o Default firm 

o Narrowing 

o Pass riverbed  

o Barrier  

o Step cattle  
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Some important information that should be taken into consideration includes among others: 

material, conservation status, urgency of reparation, repair priority, functionality, section type, 

width, length, height and other observations of interest, etc. 
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5. FIREFIGHTING INFRASTRUCTURE. 

5.1. Water Points 

The storage of water must be considered among preventive infrastructure for fire preparedness. 

Evidently the closer the better, the cost will be less and the effectiveness will be higher.  

Water points are called those places where water is stored for further use by ground or aerial 

means. Two types of water points are considered: those which have multiple uses including 

firefighting, or those which have been prepared exclusively for this purpose. 

Among the first type there are natural water bodies like lakes, rivers or streams, or artificial 

structures like water reservoirs for irrigation, pools, etc. 

Prevention plans must contain an inventory of these points, including their limitations. These 

limitations can be (R. Vélez, 2003): 

 Dry season, that coincides with the risk season. It leads to a decrease in water levels in 

rivers, lakes or in artificial basin, where the water is used for irrigation. 

 Alternative uses of some points, like pools or reservoirs. 

 Bad weather in the sea. 

 Damages which can be caused by a helicopter when reloading. 

 

Figure 4: Mobile water point (Italy) 

Access areas for ground means must be also taken into account, since ground means can get stuck 

in muddy areas. 
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According to their mobility we can classify the water points in: 

 Fixed: built of concrete or metal. Their capacity usually varies from 10 to 150 m3. 

 Mobile: with a lower water capacity.  

 
 

 

Figure 5: Concrete water point (Soria, Spain) 
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5.2. Surveillance and detection 

A key element in the fight against forest fires is surveillance and detection infrastructure, which are 

constructed in forest areas where there is risk of fire in order to monitor them and to detect as 

soon as possible the appearance a fire. 

In general, these systems are based on observation of forest land by people trained for this purpose. 

They can exercise their functions from fixed watchtowers, using motor vehicles, or even flying over 

the areas of risk. 

 

Figure 7: Watchtower in Soria (Spain) 

For some years devices based on advanced technologies have been developing, which use infrared 

and TV cameras installed on fixed land or mobile elements that complement the surveillance 

network. 
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A surveillance system must meet the following objectives: 

 It must be fast, clear and precise, providing the information needed to assess the severity 

of the alarm and be able to launch and run towards it the extinguishing media needed in 

the shortest possible time. 

 It must provide sufficient data to evaluate the means necessary so that the affected area is 

the least possible. 

 It must provide regular information on the evolution of the fire. 

 It must play a preventive and dissuasive role 

 

A good network of forest roads and its deep knowledge will facilitate these tasks of own surveillance 

of the forest, the rapid assistance to the fire and will also facilitate access to jobs. 

5.3. Signposting 

Most of existing forest tracks lacks signposting. This lack is a certain risk of accidents and an inability 

to regulate their traffic. Sometimes there is a deficiency or absence of regulations regarding the use 

of forest roads, particularly by people who are not owners of the forests or are not related to its 

management. 

 

Figure 8: The signposting indicates the presence of a bridge 
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Public mountains status of many of forests leads to a widespread idea that anyone has the right to 

travel on them. The widespread absence of restrictions on the free movement of vehicles along the 

tracks (whether by physical barriers, either through restrictive signs) helps to reinforce this view. 

This freedom of movement is worrying mainly for three aspects: 

 The risk of accidents already mentioned. Forest roads were not designed for 

recreational use or for certain vehicles and, therefore, are not adequately marked. 

 The effective damage caused to the structure of the road by overuse in unfavourable 

conditions because of the high traffic vehicles that sometimes drive aggressively. 

 The possible interference with the management of forests, especially with wildlife 

management. And of course the increased risk of fire from either accidental cause or 

negligence. 

 

Considering that the current signposting contained in the highway codes does not cover certain 

specific situations of circulation in forest roads, the creation of an adequate characterization of 

signalling the road network (traffic, security and access control) is needed. These signposting 

elements of the road network must be standardized and defined according to the type of track, its 

rules of use, and technical characteristics. 

 

5.4. Firebreak 

Preventive silviculture or fuel management pursues continuous fragmenting forests and reducing 

the fuel and continuity of vegetation, through clearing, pruning etc. Firewall networks arise in order 

to enable a rapid, efficient and safe means of extinction response to a forest fire. It is an element 

of rupture, fractionating the territory that leads to achieve the minimization of the surface 

potentially affected by the wildfire (Velasco, 2000). 

Firewalls consist of performed silvicultural linear works of varying width, which generally rely on 

existing roads or natural barriers. Their objective is to transform the initial fuel model to another 

one whose flammability is lower, so that the behavior is modified allowing fire performance 

extinguishing media to act safer and more effective. 

The knowledge of its characteristics, location, intersection or connections with other roads and 

especially its accessibility is essential in order to establish an operational plan to attack the fire. 
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Figure 9: Firebreak in Soria, Spain 

5.5. Recreational area. Public use. 

A recreational area is a natural area, equipped with facilities to allow a pleasant stay in contact with 

nature, where you can develop recreational activities without causing any harm to the 

environment. 

For instance, their use in Castilla y Leon requires compliance with the regulations governing the use 

of fire. Directorate General for the Environment manages a variety of infrastructures of this type 

and has established a typology of Recreational Areas based on the following aspects: 

 Types of containing facilities  

 Type of activities that can develop in them 

 Type of users who typically use them 

 

The knowledge of their location, characteristics, possible risks and their escape routes are 

important for good preventive work. 
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Figure 10: Recreational areas must be located and inventoried in firefighting plans (Soria, Spain) 
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6. FOREST FIRE PREVENTION PLANNING. 

 

Firefighting plans are closely related to forest roads since these are the means used by teams to 

attack the fire. Therefore emergency planning must contain road cartography and the knowledge 

of this network became essential.  

Each country or region has developed a different strategy and their approach in this field requires 

an effort of unification.  

A brief view of vehicles involved in different scenarios: 

6.1. Greece (NUTS 1) 

There is no standard plan for resources (human, vehicles) employed in case of first attack, or 

subsequent phases. The dispatch and mobilization of the resources, is specified according to their 

expertise (area characteristics, information regarding teach fire event etc.) as well as current 

availability of resources. 

6.2. Slovenia (NUTS 1) 

Response to fires in the natural environment depends upon the extent and expected consequences 

of fires in the natural environment. With regard to the size and necessities to master fires in the 

natural environment, they are classified as follows: 

1. Small fire: less than 50 ha spread. 

2. Medium fire: between 50 and 100 ha spread. 

3. Large fire: from 100 to 600 ha spread. 

4. Very large fire: more than 600 ha spread. 

 

Necessary forces and resources 

For standard firefighting intervention in the natural environment at least a team in the strike team 

(1+2+15 firefighters) composition is needed. Firefighters on the intervention perform the tasks 

presented in the following table:  
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Table: Task performed in the strike team on forest fires 

task team 

leading of intervention 1 

help for leading of intervention and/or organization of transit point 2 

attack with nozzles 4 

attack with useful means and blowers 4 

water supply from water sources, installation of pipelines, control of plumbing 
fixture 

4 

operator 3 

total (number of teams) 18 

 

Figure 11:Examples of strike team composing PV - 1 - incident commander vehicle,  GV-GP 1 - 4x4 forest fire pick up 
(300-600 litres), GV-GP 2 - 4x4 forest fire light truck (800 -1,500 litres) and different GVC - forest fire cistern (code used in 

this table are use 
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The above described possibilities of a strike team composition are approximate. Strike teams can 

be composed from 12 to 22 firefighters according to specific geographical, local, material, human 

resources and other circumstances in certain environment. 

Strike teams can be composed for example from the following combinations: 

 strike team leader and firefighting group for help with management (1+2), two reduced 

divisions (1+5) and independent group (1+2), which is together 18 firefighters: for example 

PV-1, GVC16/15, GVC 16/25 and GVC 24/50, 

 strike team leader and firefighting group for help with management (1+2), three reduced 

divisions (1+5), which is together 18 firefighters: for example PV-1, GV-GP 1, 2X GVC 16/25, 

 Two reduced divisions (1+5) and two independent groups (1+2), that is together 18 

firefighters: for example GV-GP 1, GV-GP 2, GVC 16/25 and GVC 24/50. 

 

Table: Organization of commanding and management 

UNIT NUMBER COMMANDING 
STAFF 

WAY OF 
COMMANDING 

small 
fires 

medium 
fires 

large 
fires 

group - 3 
persons 

1 + 2 = 3 1 intervention leader 

u
p

 t
o

 1
8

 f
ir

ef
ig

h
te

rs
 

1
9

-5
0

 f
ir

e
fi

gh
te

rs
 

5
0

-1
0

0
 f

ir
ef

ig
h

te
rs

 

extended 
group - 5 
persons 

1 + 2 + 2 = 5 1 intervention leader 

reduced 
division 

1 + 6 = 7 1 intervention leader 

division 
1 + 8 =  9 1 intervention leader 

strike 
team 

1 + 1 + 16 = 
18 

1 + 2 intervention leader 

extended 
strike 
team 

1 + 3 +18 = 
22 

1 + 3 headquarters  

fire-
fighting 
unit 

1 + 2 + 4 + 24 
= 31 

3 + 4 headquarters  

battalion 
1 + 4 + 8 + 48 
= 61 

5 + 8 headquarters   

 

6.3. Italy (NUTS 1) 

In Italy, there is no specific procedure described in plans. The number of ground and aerial means 

used on a fire depend on: fire type and behaviour, accessibility, means availability (if there are other 

fire on the same area at the same time the number of means available for the initial attack may 

decrease).  
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Usually, when a fire is detected one or more ground light vehicles (it depends on the available 

information and on the characteristics and dimension of the smoke column) are sent to the fire. 

When the crew reaches the fire a detailed description is given and they ask for other means if 

necessary, specifying the number and the vehicle type. At the same time an incident commander is 

sent on the fire and he takes all the necessary measures related with safety, tactics and 

management of resources (ground and aerial means) for putting out the fire and for the following 

mop-up. He is supported by the provincial and the regional emergency rooms. 

6.4. France (NUTS 1) 

French firefighting strategy uses these 4 types of trucks as follows: 

 Light trucks are dedicated to first attack; they are used both by forest and firefighting 

services. 

 For small extended fires, light truck action can be supported by 2 medium trucks. 

 Medium trucks are the usual mean involved in an extended fire. They are used by fire 

fighters within a group of 5 vehicles (a command car and 4 medium trucks). This is the basic 

firefighting intervention unit. The number of firefighting intervention units depends on the 

fire extension. 

 Heavy and high capacity trucks are dedicated to water supply for the firefighting 

intervention units. One heavy truck can replace one medium truck within the unit (a 

command car, 3 medium trucks and 1 heavy truck). 

 Some other ground means can be involved in firefighting (like bulldozer) but their use is 

rather rare. 

6.5. Spain (NUTS 1) 

Regional competence: Castilla y León (NUTS 2).  

Depending on the topographical conditions of the area where a fire or simultaneous fires begin, the 

extent and characteristics of forests that are threatened, the conditions of the physical 

environment and infrastructure (firewalls, roads, reserves and water points, etc.), the 

meteorological conditions (wind, temperature, relative humidity), as well as potential hazards to 

people unrelated to the work of extinction and buildings or infrastructures, an assessment of the 

human and material resources that are required for the fire extinction will be performed. In any 

case, the protection of persons and property will be prioritized with relation to the available 

resource. 

Attacks plans are conditioned by the rating of the potential severity of forest fires. There are 4 

severity levels: 
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Level 0: most fires are at this level. Fires can be controlled with the resources provided by the 

Community Plan. 

For standard firefighting intervention it is usual to move at least a team of: 

 1 or 2 ranger vehicle to direct the intervention 

 1 or 2 First attack vehicle or Light Vehicle with a crew of 7-8 people 

 1 or 2 Heavy or Medium fire truck, depending on the nearest truck availability 

 

Level 1: those fires can be controlled with the resources provided in the Plan of the Autonomous 

Community, provides for the need to take measures for the protection of persons and property 

that may be threatened by fire. 

For standard firefighting intervention in this level it´s usual to move at least a team of: 

 2 to 4 ranger vehicle to direct the intervention 

 2 to 4 First attack vehicle or Light Vehicle with a crew of 7-8 people 

 3 to 6 Heavy or Medium fire truck, depending on the nearest truck availability 

 1 Supply fire truck 

 1 Equipment transport = 1 Bulldozer 

 

Level 2: refers to those fires whose extinction is expected to need external extraordinary resources 

to the Autonomous Community Plan, or may involve emergency situations of national interest. 

Intervention means of the Armed Forces, evacuations, effects on national roads, cut railways, 

singular infrastructures threatened, etc., are utilized. 

For standard firefighting intervention in this level it is usual to move at least a team of: 

 1 Mobile command centre 

 6 to … ranger vehicle to direct the intervention 

 4 to … First attack vehicle or Light Vehicle with a crew of 7-8 people 

 6 to … Heavy or Medium fire truck, depending on the nearest truck availability 

 2  to … Supply fire truck 

 2 to … Equipment transport = 1 to … Bulldozer 

 Others: sanitary vehicles, bus… 

 

There is no standard plan for resources (human, vehicles) employed in case of first attack, or 

subsequent phases, but all this can provide guidance. 
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7. COMMUNICATION COVERAGE. 

 

The importance of a good telecommunications network increases the security of the operating 

members. Telecommunication companies often provide their own coverage maps that sometimes, 

and especially in forest land, may vary. 

An important feature that must be considered is communication capacity since coordination 

becomes essential in emergency situations like forest fires. 

It is possible to plan the command centre in the field taking into account the available types of 

communication. Communication is important in extinguishing stages too. 

Mobile data access is crucial for many devices and the necessity to access this network will be 

increased in the future.  

Unfortunately there is no much information available about these networks, therefore the best way 

to get it is by checking in the field. 

Some general maps can be found in internet but there is no specific information that can be used 

as explained. 

Greece (NUTS 1) 

There are 3 companies providing mobile coverage in Greece. Some maps are available within the 

internet  

 
Figure 12: Network coverage in Greece 

As it is observed in the figure, there are significant differences among different companies as well 

as among the different wireless technologies. 
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Spain (NUTS 1) 

In some provinces of Castilla y León they have done analysis of actual coverage against theoretical 

coverage of both mobile telephony and radio coverage. In the province of Soria this was carried out 

through field work of the rangers, from their knowledge of the terrain a real coverage map has been 

created, especially identifying black areas without any coverage. 

There are 3 companies providing mobile coverage in Spain. Some maps are available in their own 

web sites where you can choose between 2G, 3G or 4G. 

 
Figure 13: Network coverage in Soria (Spain) 

Slovenia (NUTS 1) 

Regarding security in firefighting the coverage of the radio GSM, 3G depends on the provider. For 

example the coverage of GSM (green) and 3G (brown) for the largest provider in Slovenia is 

presented on following figure. 

 

Figure 14: Network coverage in Slovenia 
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8. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

 

According to the principle that each country can benefit from the experiences of its neighbours, it 

is important to establish cooperation in the field of forest fires. The comparison of the systems can 

bring a standardization of information, and a common method of using the available information 

effectively. 

A common core of information on forest roads defines the minimum information that has to be 

collected in the inventory for each road. Each country, as showed, has its own definition, 

classification of forest roads, methods to attack the fire, etc. It is necessary to compare the 

definitions and classifications and get a common framework.  

This data model must be useful for: 

 Knowing the traffic capacity in order to plan and to send ground means to forest fires. 

 Allowing each country expand it with their own necessities. 

 The data must be comparable between different countries. 

 

The implementation of a common data model implies the application of a common terminology 

with regard to: 

 Traffic capacity of the road 

 Level/type of the road 

 

That simplifies the decision making process for ground means dispatch, and allow a shared 

understanding across different regions. 

In International Handbook on Forest Fire Protection the standardization of forest road based on 

their protective nature was addressed. 

Standardization of forest fire protection roads: the Delegation for the Protection of the 

Mediterranean Forest introduced a standardization of forest fire infrastructure (DFCI). With regard 

to roads, three categories were defined (Category 3 includes all those tracks not meeting the 

conditions of categories 1 or 2):  
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Technical characteristic Category 1 Category 2 

Clearance 

Minimal width of 6 m for 
passing or minimal width of 4 

m with passing areas every 
200 m approximately 

Minimal width of 4 m 
circulation with passing 

areas every 500 m 
approximately 

Reversal (minimum surface 250 m2 
with 8 or 10 m width, cleared on a 
radius of at least 50 m at road end) 

No dead ends 

A reversal area every 
kilometre and at the end of 

the track in the case of a 
dead end 

Bottle necks (limitation of 
tonnage, height, width, difficulties 

of access) 
none Have to be posted 

Longitudinal slope 
Average slope of 10% with specific tolerances (steeper 

slopes no exceeding 20%) 

Banking 5% maximum 

Curves 
Radius of interior curves ranging between 9 and 11 m with 

an extra width of 1.5 m until a  radius of 50 m 

Undergrowth clearance 
Side undergrowth clearance of a minimal width of 2x10 (on 

each side of the track), including thinning and pruning of 
the forest stand if necessary 

 

Source: Guide de normalisation” – Délégation à la protection de la forêt méditerranée. 
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ANNEX 1: VEHICLES COMPARISON 

 

LEVEL   ITALY 1 FRANCE 1 SLOVENIA 1 GREECE 1 SPAIN 1 

Total (maximum) 
mass 

(t) < 2.5 3 – 3.5 3.5 7 – 12.5 < 3,000 kg. 

Width (m) 1.8 1.7 – 1.9 2 2.3 – 2.55 1.7-1.9 

Length (m) 4.2 4.5 – 5.3 5.2 6 – 6.5 4 – 5.5 

Height (m) (m) 2 1.8 – 2.1 2.4 3.3 – 3.5 1.9 – 2.2 

Power (kW/HP) 
> 59/ 

80 
  104-180 HP 64  - 112 HP 

Minimum speed (km/h) < 5     

Maximum terrain 
steepness o 
Gradeability 

Theo. % 100     

real % 
30 to 

50 
35 - 50   >40 

Minimum turning 
radius 

(m) < 6  15.03 13 - 15 < 6 

Ground clearance (m) > 0.2 0.2 – 0.25 0.25 EN 1846-2 M2 > 0.25 

Input angle  
(degrees) 

º > 40° 35 - 50 49 EN 1846-2 M2 > 40° 

Ventral angle  
(degrees) 

º <150° 150° 53 EN 1846-2 M2 +-150 

Departure angle  
(degrees) 

º > 40° 25 - 40° 35 EN 1846-2 M2 > 40° 

 Tank Capacity :  
L 

350 - 
500 

500 - 2000 300 1,000-1,500 300 L - 600 L 

Fording depth : m  0.5 0.5  0.5 

Axis number   2   2 2 
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LEVEL   ITALY 2 FRANCE 2 SLOVENIA 2 GREECE 2 SPAIN 2 

Total 
(maximum) 
mass 

(t) 2.5 ÷ 3.5 10 - 16 6 14 - 15 11.8 

Width (m) 2 2.3 – 2.5 2.45 2.55 2.2-2.3 

Length (m) 5 5.5 – 7 7 6.5 – 7.35 5.4 - 7 

Height (m) (m) 2.5 2.5 – 3.2 3 3.3 – 3.5 2.6 – 3.1 

Power (kW/HP) > 51/70   210-260 HP  

Minimum 
speed 

(km/h) 2-4     

Maximum 
terrain 
steepness o 
Gradeability 

Theo.  % > 80     

real % 20 - 40 45 45   

Minimum 
turning radius 

(m) < 6.5 15 - 18  16.5 - 18 14.5 m 

Ground 
clearance 

(m) > 0.25 0.3 – 0.5 0.28 EN 1846-2 L2 0.47 

Input angle  
(degrees) 

º > 40° 40 48 EN 1846-2 L2 44 

Ventral angle  
(degrees) 

º <150° 100 135 EN 1846-2 L2 100 

Departure 
angle  (degrees) 

º > 30° 40 44 EN 1846-2 L2 47 

 Tank Capacity :  L 800 – 1,000 2,000 – 5,000 800+ 2,500 – 4,000 2,800 – 4,000 

Fording depth : m  1 0,8  0.8 

Axis number   2   2  
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LEVEL   ITALY 3 FRANCE 3 
SLOVENIA  

3-4 GREECE 3 SPAIN 3 

Total 
(maximum) 
mass 

(t) 3.5 - 6 19 14 19 13 - 16  

Width (m) 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.55 2.495 

Length (m) 6 6.5 – 7.5 7.2 7.5 6 – 7 

Height (m) (m) 2.5 3 – 3.5 3.05 3.7 3 – 3.4 

Power (kW/HP)    256-360 HP  170 – 270 HP 

Minimum 
speed 

(km/h) < 1     

Maximum 
terrain 
steepness o 
Gradeability 

Theo.  % > 80     

real % 30 - 50 45   0,4 

Minimum 
turning 
radius 

(m) < 7 18  18 17 m 

Ground 
clearance 

(m) > 0.4 0.3 to 0.5  EN 1846-2 S2 0.4 

Input angle  
(degrees) 

º > 45° 40  EN 1846-2 S2 ≥ 40 

Ventral 
angle  
(degrees) 

º < 150° 100  EN 1846-2 S2 100 

Departure 
angle  
(degrees) 

º > 45° 40  EN 1846-2 S2 ≥ 40 

Tank 
Capacity :  

L 1,500 – 2,000 5,000 – 8,000 2,500 – 9,000 5,000 – 5,500 3,500 – 5,000 

Fording 
depth : 

m  1   1.2 

Shipping 
capacity 
diagonally 

mm     ≥ 250 mm 

Lower 
gravity 
centre 

mm     1750 

Lateral 
stability 

º     >34  
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LEVEL   ITALY 4 FRANCE 4 SLOVENIA 5 GREECE 4 SPAIN 4 

Total 
(maximum) 
mass 

(t) > 6 26 - 32 27 26 26-28 

Width (m) 2.5 2.5 2.55 2.55 2.5 

Length (m) 8 8 - 10 8.3 9 - 11 8-9.5 

Height (m) (m) 2.7 3 – 3.5 3.45 3.9 3.5-3.7 

Power (kW/HP) >96/130   428-470 HP >338 HP 

Minimum 
speed 

(km/h) 12     

Maximum 
terrain 
steepness  

max  % > 70    40 

real % 10 - 30    27 

Minimum 
turning 
radius 

(m) < 10 20 16.5 – 19.0 20 -22 16 

Ground 
clearance 

(m) > 0.3   EN 1846-2 S2 0.27 

Input angle  
(degrees) 

º > 45°   EN 1846-2 S2 18 

Ventral angle  
(degrees) 

º < 160°   EN 1846-2 S2  

Departure 
angle  
(degrees) 

º > 45°   EN 1846-2 S2 38 

Tank 
Capacity :  l 

 10,000 – 13,000 9,000+ 10,000 – 12,500 10,000-14,000 

Fording 
depth : m 

     

 

LEVEL 5  SPAIN ITALY 

 
Machinery 

transport vehicle 
Tanker truck for 

water supply 

Total (maximum) mass (t) 57-62 32 

Width (m) 4 2.55 m 

Length (m) 19.5 - 21 < 12 

Height (m) 4.5 m 4 

Axis number 6 4 

Water tank capacity (L)  10,000 – 12,000 
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ANNEX 2: VEHICLES TERMINOLOGY AND CHARACTERISTICS USED IN 

THE REPORT 

 

1. Ground Clearance or Ride Height of a vehicle is the space between the underside of the 

chassis and the ground, or more accurately, the base of the tire. 

2. The Fording Depth describes the distance between the point touched by a car's tires and 

the air intake system of the engine. 

 

 

Figure 15: Fording depth and ground clearance angle (http://www.cheftonio.com/2014/07/vehicle-ground-clearance-
fording-wading-depth-comparison.html) 

3. Input or approach angle is the maximum angle of a ramp onto which a vehicle can climb 

from a horizontal plane without interference, defined as the angle between the ground 

and the line drawn between the front tire and the lowest-hanging part of the vehicle at 

the front overhang. 

4.  Departure angle is its counterpart at the rear of the vehicle – the maximum ramp angle 

from which the car can descend without damage. Approach and departure angles are also 

referred to as ramp angles Approach and departure angles are indicators of off-road 

ability of the vehicle: they indicate how steep obstacles, such as rocks or logs, the vehicle 

can negotiate according to its body shape alone. 

5. Ramp or Breakover angle is a measure of a vehicle's ability to drive over a sharp ridge or 

ramp without touching its underside. 

 

http://www.cheftonio.com/2014/07/vehicle-ground-clearance-fording-wading-depth-comparison.html
http://www.cheftonio.com/2014/07/vehicle-ground-clearance-fording-wading-depth-comparison.html
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(a)  (b)  

Figure 16: Illustrations of input (a), departure (b) and breakover angle (c) (http://www.cederberg4x4.co.za/off-
roadterms.htm) 

 

 

 

 

 


